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A New Sail for Bredio

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/new-sail-bredio/

We are in the Robeson Islands, an archipelago of 6 small islands that reach out about 3 miles from the
Panama mainland.  It is a secluded area that tourists seldom visit.  The people here are very traditional. 
Their main mode of transport are their dugout canoes that they sail, with great skill.  Bredio (pronounced
like radio with a B), lives on one of the smaller islands, about 2 acres in size and has a population of 83,
including children.  He supports his family by cleaning the odd boat, working on charter boats, tending to
his finca and fishing.  He has cleaned and polished our boat for three years.  Last year he got a new
dugout, but he didn’t have a sail and asked if we knew where he could get some old sail cloth.  I don’t
know if he believed us when we asked him to pick out the color he wanted from a catalogue.  But he did
and even gave us a drawing, with the dimensions that would fit his boat.  When we returned to the
marina, the cloth was in with our parts order from the US.  There’s always an order.  Esther put her
sewing machine to work and we whipped him up a couple of sails.  It took all day.

This week we caught Bredio between deck-hand jobs and hired him again for a boat cleaning.  He will
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clean and polish the fiberglass with 2 coats, and all the stainless steel in about 4 days for $80.  That’s for
the total job.  He couldn’t stop smiling when we gave him the sail, and even quit work a few minutes
early as he was anxious to get home.  That night he was out sailing all around the anchorage, like a kid
with a new toy.  Actually its like we gave him the keys to the car, as with this he can travel to distant
islands and even to where more cruisers hang out, to get more polishing jobs.

Today Bredio didn’t work for us, as he had to repair the water line to the Islands.  It had broken
somewhere up near the source that is several miles up in the mountains.  It is a 6 inch plastic line that
feeds all six islands.

As we had a free day (we always stay on the boat when he is working) we decided to do some exploring
up a river in our kayaks.  It was a couple of miles across the bay to the entrance.  Once inside the river, it
was cooler as we were shaded by the canopy overhead with vines trailing down to the water.  Here there
are small plots where the locals tend to what grows naturally: bananas; mangoes; avocado; papaya,
plantains and manioc. This is a tuber that grows in wet areas.  The river is their highway into the jungle. 
We were struck by the thought that we could have been in the Amazon with the brown water, the howler
monkeys and the small, muscular, brown men paddling their dugouts.  We paddled up the river until it
became a tangle of brush, had a snack and then headed back.  On the way out, we met several boats
loaded with bananas.  As soon as they were clear of the river, up went their sails and they skimmed
home.  We had a long paddle against the wind.

Another day another adventure.

About The Author

Esther & Neil Symons

Milagro - Morgan/Catalina 45

Esther & Neil were members of Bluewater Cruising Association from 1998 till 2002. We left with the
fleet of 99 on our Satruna 33 Paraquina. We crossed to the Caribbean in 2003 spent two seasons in the
Panama and then visited Florida, the Bahamas, Cuba and the Cayman Islands before returning to Panama
in 2008. In 2010 we purchased Milagro in Florida and brought it back to Panama. Since then we have
been keeping Milagro at Shelter Bay Marina in Colon at the mouth of the canal for the summer months
and spending our winters in the San Blas Islands.

_______________________________________________
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Exploring Panama

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/exploring-panama/

After spending a magical time cruising the San Blas islands, we headed west, stopping in Portobello for a
couple of nights on our way to Shelter Bay Marina in Colon, Panama.  We had a fabulous sail and had
fun dodging in and out of the freighters outside the breakwater, at 10.6 knots.  We headed in; dropping
our sails at the entrance to the Marina, without realizing that sailing inside the harbour is prohibited.
Oops!  Shelter is not a marina to come into at night. One boat did while we were there, and got stuck on
the reef, fortunately only for a short time.
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 Sailing into Panama

We are usually at anchor, so Shelter Bay Marina was a treat.  We soon found it was cheaper to pay for 16
nights than 12; however, after Rio Dulce it was expensive; especially as it is a good 30 minutes into
town.  The marina has a bus, but it only holds 12 people.  There is a sign-up list, but it was nearly always
full and allowed only one crew member a seat per day.   Taxis were an option, but at $35 each way that
was a bit above our budget.  The facilities at the Marina were good and we enjoyed an event there that the
Puddle Jumpers Rally put on.  Lots of information and at no cost. Most impressive  The supermarket at
the mall that the Marina bus goes to, does have a free shuttle back if you spend over $300. This worked
well for us.

We had lots to do to prep Ta-b for the Canal transit, as well as the long offshore passages after.  First was
to organize our transit.  We used Erick Galvez, an agent who proved to be very efficient and worth the fee
we paid him. However, do not get a fumigation certificate in Panama as they are no longer valid in the
Galapagos.  A lot of our other cruising friends used him and were duly happy with his services.  You do
not need to use an agent; however, the time and money that our agent saved us well covered his fee.
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 Life raft servicing.

We had our life raft and EPIRB serviced, both by excellent companies.  We took delivery of our new
main sail, checked rigging – Rigger Mike was awesome at organizing and fitting a new port stay, and that
was only the start of the list.

By the time our daughter Amy, and her two friends Kevin and Jason arrived, we had most of the “to do”
jobs done and had even found time to be line handlers for a friend, to get some experience.  However, we
were exhausted.  Within a couple of days of our crew’s arrival, we were off to the anchoring area known
as “the flats” to wait for our “advisor”, who would come on board. He would help us through the first
three locks, called the Gatun Locks, that are physically connected to each other.  At Gatun, the boats are
raised a total of 84 feet, with each chamber being 110 feet wide and 1,000 feet long.  The chamber,
however, feels small when you are sharing it with a huge tanker and boats rafted up to either side of you.
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 Panama Canal

Most boats go through in the late afternoon and spend the night in Gatun Lake, where a launch quickly
picks up your advisor, for whom you are asked to provide snacks and a meal  before he leaves.  Gatun is
the world’s largest man-made lake, covering an area of 423 sq kilometers of what used to be a rain
forest.  It is a huge lake between two massive continents and two seas, being one of the world’s most
diverse ecosystems.  It was a truly unique place to spend the night.  No one swam in the fresh water the
next morning; it was murky and home to crocodiles, so not very appealing.

Our new advisor was scheduled to turn up at 0630h, but arrived at 0930h and, from the moment he
stepped on board, we knew that our second day was going to be very different from our first.  He was a
total waste of time and ended up being a liability, giving wrong advise and even fell asleep on the job. 
Thankfully we learned a lot from our “practice” transit, and this kept us out of trouble.
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 Day two in the Canal.

We traveled 38 kilometers through the Gaillard Cut to the last three locks.  The cut is narrow and famous
for its treacherous curves. It is nicknamed Culebra (snake).  This is where the bulk of the 7.4 nautical
Canal excavations took place, and continues to be the most susceptible area for landslides.  In 1915, it
was the site of the largest landslide in the Canal’s history, and the only one that has caused the Canal to
close.   We passed Gold Hill, a 588-foot rock wall, and the site of many devastating landslides.  It got its
name from rumors that the Panama Canal Company created it so that the workers would dig harder to
find gold deep down.  Sadly many workers lost their lives here.

After about four hours, we arrived at the Miraflores Locks, where we had two fellow cruising boats raft
up to either side of us.  Our advisor woke up and told us to do a very dangerous manoeuver. Being at the
helm and also the Captain, (the advisers are not in charge of the vessel and are there to simply advise) I
said ‘No way.’ and instead turned the raft into the wind and safety, where we sat for a peaceful hour. The
two Miraflores Locks are together with the Canal’s tallest gates.  With a huge tanker behind us nearly
touching the sides, and only about 100 feet away from our stern, we just prayed that the line handlers
were doing their job, as the current behind us was very strong.  Nothing would mess up your day more
than a tanker shoving you in the bum!
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 Jane in the Canal

The last lock was Pedro Miguel and then, with the beautiful Bridge of Americas in front of us, we pulled
into Balboa Yacht Club to anchor.  The launch quickly picked up our advisor – phew, and then another
collected the lines and fenders that we rented.  All done and dusted, it was now time to celebrate; we were
in the Pacific after cruising the Caribbean and the Mediterranean for eight and a half years.

The next day we left early for Playita anchorage, just south of the causeway where a lot of our friends
were.  Our first job was to make water. It was too dirty and oily in Playita, so after a day we headed for
Isla Taboga, where we had a couple of lovely days.  We had our first swim in the Pacific before hiking up
to the top of the Island for a spectacular view of Panama and all the tankers, before kicking back for a
much-deserved rest.

Getting back to Playita, we ticked the final “must do” jobs off our list and had taxi driver Roger and his
van help us buy out Pricemark.  He was fantastic and then Carlos helped drive us around town so we
could pick up the last items on our “must get” list.  We would highly recommend both, at under $10 an
hour, although they both got large, well deserved tips.  Our plan was to go to Las Perlas Islands to wait
out a weather window; in fact other boats had been waiting weeks for the right weather.  However, all
cruisers know that plans need to be flexible and sadly we never got to Las Perlas. Instead we grabbed the
weather window that suddenly appeared and had a perfect five and a half day sail to the Galapagos.  We
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wonder if we will ever get back to visit Las Perlas. Who knows, but in the meantime the Galapagos
Islands were waiting to be explored.

About The Author

Jane and Russell Poulston

Ta-b - 46’ Fontaine Pajot Bahia Maestro Catamaran

Jane and Russell Poulston left Vancouver in November 2007 to live aboard “Ta-b”. Before “Ta-b” they
owned “Waatea” a 37’ Dehler sloop for 20 years which they brought over from England. They arrived in
Vancouver with their six month old twins in 1989 and dreamed of cruising offshore. Their first two years
were spent around the Eastern Caribbean. They crossed the Atlantic via Bermuda and the Azores to
Portugal, and they spent five summers in the Mediterranean going as far as Israel with the EMYR
(Eastern Mediterranean Yacht Rally).  

They crossed the Atlantic again in November 2013 arriving in Barbados for Christmas. After revisiting
their favourite islands in the eastern Caribbean they spent their second season cruising the western
Caribbean.  

This year they sailed from Cuba to the Cayman Islands, then down to the San Blas Islands and onto
Panama. After transiting the canal they sailed to the Galapagos, then onto the Marquesas, Tuamotus and
Society Islands of French Polynesia. 

_______________________________________________
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Emergency Evacuation Services While Cruising

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/emergency-evacuation-services-cruising/

Planning for emergency evacuation services while you are cruising is an important addition to your safety
preparations. Whether you’re planning to cruise offshore around the world, more locally around
Vancouver Island and Alaska, or general vacation holidays, emergency evacuation coverage is essential
these days. Prices of emergency evacuation are soaring, and evacuation logistics are becoming more and
more challenging. As the Nautical Director for SkyMed International, I am privy to the extreme financial,
emotional and life-threatening hardships that people suddenly face when struck with a serious medical
emergency. Not only should you add this as a priority on your safety list; but as well, you should be
aware of the fine print. This week a family was charged $308,000 (US) while on vacation in Cabo San
Lucas, because they didn’t have the proper coverage. Medical evacuations cost between $35,000 and
$100,000 (US) upfront, and coordinating these funds during a medical emergency, so far away from
home, in foreign institutions, can be extremely challenging.

Most people will never experience a serious medical emergency while travelling, or one that’s life
threatening. The majority of our medical issues can be dealt with by local foreign doctors when we travel.
That said, if you’re one of the unlucky ones, and don’t have protection, your emergency could be an
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emotional, logistical and financial nightmare. Whether it’s an accident, serious illness, or a medical
complication that can’t be treated by foreign doctors, it’s a “show stopper” and can be fatal if not
handled properly and expeditiously. The first 24 hours will often determine the outcome, and you’ll want
emergency evacuation protection to handle the emergency as efficiently as possible. They’re called
emergencies because we can’t plan for them; however, we can plan for the most seamless possible
scenario.

Due diligence in choosing your emergency evacuation protection is important. The “fine print” is difficult
to wade through in most policies because it’s difficult to think through all of the probabilities. This is not
a time to be frugal and select the cheapest policy. Following are some considerations that you should pay
attention to when you select your emergency evacuation coverage:

WHO decides whether you’re suitable for emergency evacuation? YOU should be able to decide,
and/or your significant other in case you’re not capable. Most policies stipulate that the Hospital
Administrator (who will want to keep you there for financial reasons) or the insurer (who will be
reluctant to spend funds for evacuation) makes the decision, so be wary of this policy.
WHERE will they evacuate you to? You will want to go home. Most policies take you to “the
closest place that can treat you.” You could easily end up in the United States and be faced with
enormous US health care costs. Canadians are so fortunate to have excellent emergency care;
however, you require an evacuation plan to repatriate you home.
WHO will be at your bedside? You will want your next of kin. Most policies don’t allow next of
kin for a hospital stay of less than 7 days.
WHAT will you do with your boat, family, pets and other appendages while being treated? Your
policy should look after these considerations whereas most only look after the patient.
WHAT are the other associated costs involved besides the emergency med-evac and who pays for
these?

The above are the most important questions that need to be resolved prior to purchasing a medical
evacuation plan. It is important that you have guarantees that you will be brought home, and you should
be allowed to decide whether you want to be repatriated – as long as you’re stable enough to fly.

I was personally challenged with a medical emergency while sailing offshore (I was struck by lightning),
which is why I understand the importance of evacuation coverage. Evacuation coverage is an important
part of your safety planning, and just like the rest of your safety equipment – I hope it’s something you’ll
never have to use!

Cover image attribution: CC BY SA 3.0 Unported

About The Author

Pamela Bendall

Precious Metal - 46 Kristen, steel hull, cutter rigged sloop

Pamela Bendall has been a BCA member since 1985, and has sailed over 100,000 ocean miles - many
solo. As Nautical Director for SkyMed, Pamela works with cruisers to design an emergency evacuation
package specific to their needs: http://www.pamelabendall.com/www-skymed-compamelabendall/.
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Pamela has published two books about her voyages (Kids for Sail and What Was I Thinking? Adventures
of a Woman Sailing Solo). She enjoys public speaking and raising awareness of the crisis that is taking
place in our oceans. Summers are spent in beautiful British Columbia cruising the BC coastline and
winters aboard her partner's boat in the tropics. 

_______________________________________________
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Satellite: The Story So Far

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/satellite-story-far/

It’s hard to know where to start, as Nancy and I have been meaning to do this for quite some time now.  I
suppose the best way to start is at the beginning, when we purchased our first-ever sail boat two and a
half years ago.

The Beginning

After our first year in Victoria, my very Scottish need to avoid rent increases led to a strange idea: why
don’t we live on a sail boat? That would be cheap and fun! I texted Nancy and she immediately replied
with “YES YES YES!” I had only sailed a handful of times, and though Nancy had crewed on a racing
team in Western Australia, she didn’t have much more experience. However, we have always loved the
ocean and have always been up for an adventure. After viewing several boats with good friends, we found
her. The seventh boat we viewed was spacious, covered in shining teak, and had just been fitted with an
oh-so-tempting enclosed canopy for romantic nights in the cockpit. She exceeded our budget, but after
getting home from Ladysmith, we decided to contact the seller and put our cards on the table.  For me,
this was a sleepless night, constantly waking up to check my phone, until at 0530h, we received a
response accepting our offer. Nancy grumpily woke to a very hyper, Scottish husband staring at her with
a huge smile. The next weekend we did the paperwork and were now the naïve owners of our first 
sailboat: the Satellite, a 1975 Maple Leaf 42-foot sailboat.
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 Adam and Nancy at
the helm of Satellite.

Still to this day, the best analogy we have heard is that having a boat is like showering in cold water
whilst ripping up hundred dollar bills. I like to think I would also have a nice dram of whisky in my hand
while I did it! To say that the boat needed a lot of work seems an understatement, and to say that we
didn’t quite know what to look for in her seems just as large an understatement. Satellite had no running
rigging, no sails,  old outdated electrics, no navigation beyond a broken compass that was leaking mineral
oil, and no emergency equipment beyond a few outdated fire extinguishers. The list goes on, but she did
have a beautiful interior thanks to the previous owner, and she was a perfect, gorgeous marina liveaboard.
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Satellite at the dock.

The hard work began on week two. The first job, with help from a couple of good friends, was to plumb
in an additional head and a  black-water tank.  Then it was time to move the boat to Victoria.  With great
crew, a handheld VHF, and an iPad, we set off on a journey of firsts, from fueling up for the first time, to
pulling into dock for the first time, to throwing our first mooring line. On arrival, we were greeted by a
celebratory glass of champagne and an amazing sunset.
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Satellite in the beautiful dusk light.

I was tempted to go from here to listing the huge variety of trades we have learned and jobs we have
completed, but I feel like this could be a bit much. What we have discovered is that Nancy and I make an
amazing team. I would be lying if I said it has been easy, but we have helped each other through the highs
and lows, and we have learned how our skills and passions compliment each other. I am the family buyer,
being Scottish…always happy to find a bargain. I am eager to perfect working with wood, steel, and
fiberglass. Nancy has a talent with electrics, computers, charts, and planning. So far, every argument has
ended with a rum, and every project has ended in success.

Bluewater Cruising Association

We found out about the Bluewater Cruising Association through one of our many anxious visits to
Trotac. Nancy looked into it, and by October we had attended our first meeting. After a few weeks, an
announcement was made that the Watch was searching for a secretary. Nancy put her name forward,
hoping to be able to give something back to an organization that seemed so driven to support its
members. The result of truly engaging with BCA has been an outpouring of encouragement and aid from
its community members at every stumble or achievement of our new boating life. We are continuously
inspired by the awesome presentations and talks by fellow cruisers, their experiences, their eagerness to
chat boats and configurations, and the kindness of people in this community.

Sea Rescue

I decided to volunteer with the local sea rescue at Oak Bay Division 33.  In the year and a half I was able
to participate, I learned and gained so much! The time was filled with great training, time on the water,
opportunities to get to know other volunteers who had their own incredible experiences to share. I was
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part of an amazing crew with a brilliant coxswain, all underlain by the appreciation of people we helped
whilst being on call.  I cannot rave enough about my time there and the amount I learned.

New Crew

About a year in, it was time for us to get crew.  Nancy really wanted a pet.  For what felt like years, she
had been dropping constant hints and digs about getting a dog. I didn’t think a dog aboard was a good
idea, so the focus switched to a cat. In secret, I started researching the type of cat best suited to boats and
water. Bengals kept popping up in my search, and eventually I organized to go and see one while Nancy
was away on holiday. I met the seller at a Starbucks, just to chat and maybe see the kitten. As soon as I
walked up, she handed me this little ginger, eight-week old kitten wrapped in a blanket, with huge wide
eyes (like Puss in Boots). Who could possibly refuse? That very night, our new crew member joined the 
Satellite family. I took this frightened, teeny tiny kitten aboard and opened up his carry case in the main
cabin. It took him awhile to come out, but eventually (and after several traumatic mosquito encounters) he
got settled. After Nancy came home a week later, we decided on the name Boogie, “Boogie the Bengal”.
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 Boogie, the Bengal

In the year that we have had him he has only fallen in the water once, and luckily it was while we were at
dock. He has traveled hundreds of miles with us (usually tucked in his favorite nook under the main sheet
winches), been seasick and miserable (just the once!), hunted many a terrified fly, been taunted by sea
gulls just off the stern, and staked claim to every million dollar power boat he could put his paws on. He
has expensive tastes!

The Longest Journey to Date

The first year, we worked so much on the boat that we only took her out five times in total. This year we
moved marinas up to Sidney. We’ve doubled our record and taken her out on the water for ten trips,
ranging over as many Gulf Islands as we can reach in a weekend.  Our latest journey and biggest to date
was eleven days over 225 nm from Sidney to Sechelt Inlet. What an eye opener, and what a time to learn
some incredible lessons! We anchored every night we were away, with no issues at all. Given that we
have not anchored much in the past, that was a huge achievement for us both and a big confidence boost.
We also successfully traversed the Sechlet Rapids.  A serious lesson from the first crossing was that
timing is everything. We hit the rapids thirty minutes before slack, creeping through the whirlpools and
avoiding the tightest turns. Another boat followed us into the rapids, possibly thinking (incorrectly) that
we knew what we were doing. At one point we were side by side, engine at 2000 RPM, and going an
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impressive 0.1 knots per hour.  I heard the spectators on shore asking whether we were actually going
forward or not!

Another first for us on this trip was running aground on a reef, but I promised Nancy I wouldn’t mention
that. We also had our first pre-dawn departure to catch the tide through Dodd Narrows. Our timing was
spot on and we got through the Narrows on perfect slack. We used our handheld VHF to  call our
crossing and had an easy remainder of the journey to Galiano. Our final stretch back to Sidney was
beating upwind at 5-6 knots, slooped over and cruising with control.

Highlights of Previous Trips

We have had so many precious, unforgettable moments over the past two years. One of the first times we
got the sails up and engine off, we were lucky to hear two male Orcas near our stern, playing and diving
on their way to meet a pod in front of us. On our first full weekend away, forest fires turned the sky an
eerie sepia and we sailed home in strangely muted, glowing conditions. We have paddled through
brilliant bio luminescence, had our first anchor watch under the stars (note to self: Prevost Island is not
the Haro Strait weather region!), spent birthdays at mirror-calm anchorages, watched Boogie chase bats,
kayaked and hiked around the islands, and just generally learned what it is to truly spend time on the
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ocean, even just as visitors.

The Future

What does the future hold for the Satellite?  Well, no surprise: more boat work, but there is a light at the
end of the tunnel and the dream is still there.  We have so much learning left, from a small diesel
mechanics course we’re taking at Camosun, to the Level Two dingy courses through UVic. Nancy has
less than a year and a half left of her PhD, and we are using that time to get the boat and ourselves ready
for the next phase of our lives.
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We were reminded of why we do this at the marine garage sale this year. An older couple with the same
dreams of Alaska sold us their guide book for almost nothing, saying that they had just waited a few years
too long. It was a beautiful and sad reminder that dreams have to be pursued while we can give chase. It
has made us appreciate our own dream of going to Alaska and encouraged us to live life to the max and
enjoy every moment.

Time is ticking but we have the eagerness to learn, the drive to succeed and the Whisky to help us get
through it all!

Special Thanks

We cannot express how much gratitude we have for everyone who has been part of our journey to date. 
You know who you are and probably received a mixture of texts, e-mails and conversations with the
variety of questions we always have.  There has been so many people offering advice and support.  Thank
you.

Thank you to the local marine companies who have not only given us the products that we needed, but the
help and advice as well.
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Thanks to you, the Oak Bay SAR. It was an honour to be part of the team. Lastly a huge, massive thank
you to Bluewater Cruising Association and the Fleet Group. So inspirational to see dreamers moving into
being doers!

About The Author

Adam McKenzie & Nancy Shackelford

Satellite - Maple Leaf 42

Nancy and Adam are first-time boat owners. Nancy is originally from the deserts of Midland, Texas. She
is a community ecologist working on her PhD at the University of Victoria. Adam hails from the rugged
homeland of Bonny Scotland. His day job is Procurement at Viking Air, but his more important jobs
include underwater photography and boat handy-man. They met in Perth, Western Australia while Nancy
was doing her Masters and Adam was working. Both are avid divers and keen travelers, and they
connected over a love of outdoor fun. Married in 2013 on the shores of the River Forth, they moved to
Victoria in the same year and have been happy faux-Canadians ever since.

_______________________________________________
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Battery Bank Sizing

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/battery-bank-sizing/

There are a lot of factors that go into determining the appropriate sized battery bank for a boat, and no
hard and fast criteria. However, there are some general guidelines that can help in setting up a bank of
batteries that will provide enough power for the DC systems on board, without sinking the boat or your
finances.

The first consideration for sizing, is the type of boat and how it is used.   A cruising boat has quite
different needs than a fishing boat or a work boat.  Even among the cruising boat crowd, there are those
that spend very little time away from a dock, and those who spend long periods of time at anchor. 
Batteries are also heavy and occupy physical space as well, so weight and space are considerations. 
Batteries (especially LiIonPO4) are also quite expensive, which is a big factor.  So all that being equal,
the bank can be minimally sized by considering loads and the capacity required to keep critical systems
running for an acceptable time frame.

If the electrical system is well designed, then it should be possible to turn off the main battery switch and
still have power to essential services like bilge pumps and alarms.  A bilge pump will require
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approximately 5A to 10A to run; true peace of mind would be capacity sufficient to operate at least one
pump for 24 hours. On a smaller boat, that is about a 250Ah bank, and in the larger boat about 500Ah. 
Other essential equipment might include navigation lights, emergency radio and alarms.

Capacity beyond this minimum will vary greatly, depending on the other factors. For some boaters, the
ability to run a cappuccino machine or a drink blender maybe considered essential equipment.

– Lyle, PYS Marine Electrical Technician

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.
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Vancouver Fleet Report: September 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-september-2016/

The first meeting of the Vancouver Fleet of 2017 was held on September 27 at the Scottish Cultural
Centre. Members of the new Fleet introduced themselves and volunteered for the various Fleet
committees.

Presentations

The introductions were followed by presentations from Jim Matusiak of Solar Flare and Rob Murray of 
Avant about their trips and stays in Mexico.
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 Rob Murray from Avant, Jim Matusiak from Solar Flare and Cam McLean during the first meeting of
the Fleet 2017

Both Jim and Rob have been in Mexico for a few seasons and spoke about their experiences. They shared
their opinions on a number of issues, including preparations to leave, boat maintenance, weather sources
and communications while in Mexico. They also shared great resources as well their “must have” lists.
You can see their presentation slides from the links below:

Rob Murray’s slides
Jim Matusiak’s slides

An offshore package was presented to Bill Bourlet of Music who has now left for Mexico as well.
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 Bill receiving his
Leaver package from Cam.

The Fleet Committee

Like in previous years, we have a Fleet committee working on the offshore packages for the next year – a
service to all members of BCA.

There were more than 35 people at the meeting representing twenty boats of which seven were leavers.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: October 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-october-2016/

The second meeting of the Fleet of 2017 was at 1900 hours at the Scottish Cultural Centre on October 25.
Our speakers were Fleet member Alex Brydon on vessel registration and Steve White on rigging with an
emphasis on preparation for offshore.
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 Alex Brydon (left) speaking about vessel registration and Steve White (right) speaking about rigging.

As part of our show and tell Malcolm Wilkinson informed us of two interesting boats currently in
Steveston :

1. A replica of Joshua Slocum’s “Spray”, which will be there for 2 more weeks
2. A wooden 1911 60-70’ pilot cutter, no winches, no freeboard, no lifelines and 11’draught –

apparently ready to sail down the US coast in the next few weeks or so.

We all wished them best of luck.

Mike Davison who is an avid user of fold up bikes showed one by Dahon that he carries easily on his boat
with an aluminum frame and alloy chain instead of steel, so minimal rusting. The marine version is
approx $700 and can be found at JV Cycles and Cambie Cycles.
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British made, Bromptom’s are smaller, more unstable because of small wheels, and are more expensive.
MEC Origami is another nice design approximately $700.

There were more than 25 people in attendance representing 22 boats of which nine were leavers.

We had reports from the Fleet committees. The program committee has already scheduled a program for
most of the Fleet year. The purchasing committee has arranged discounts on electronic equipment from
Roton as well as life rafts and watermakers from Servitech. As for the BCA wide committees – we have
four volunteers for VICE and still only two for offshore packages. We could use more volunteers to help
out with the offshore packages. Unfortunately I don’t see any easy way to get the other chapters involved
in the packages committee.

The next meeting of the Vancouver Fleet will be on on November 22 and the program for the evening is
yet to be determined. If you are a Fleet member, stay tuned onto your email.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Calgary Fleet Report: October 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/calgary-fleet-report-october-2016/

The Calgary chapter Fleet kicked things off for the 2016/2017 season with the first meeting held on
October 17.   With many returning members, it was a great opportunity to reconnect with friends and
catch up on all of our sailing adventures over the summer.  We were also pleased to welcome back Cathy
and Bill Norrie, who completed their circumnavigation this summer and were full of enthusiasm, stories
and welcomed advice for those in the group who are still working towards embarking on an offshore
journey.

The cover image depicts the first leg of Bill and Cathy Norrie’s yoyage on Terrwyn in 2011 from Sidney,
B.C. to New Zealand via French Polynesia and Tonga and the last half of the final leg in 2016 from
Trinidad to Sidney via Western Caribbean, Panama Canal, Galapagos, Hawaii and home.

To help ease us into the fleet groove, we centered our discussion topic around leveraging the learning
from our more experienced offshore fleet members:

Lessons Learned:
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What I know now that I wish I would have known before heading offshore

OR

The one big thing I wish I could know more about before starting my offshore journey

Everyone had a chance to participate and ask questions, with lively debate on important topics such as the
pros and cons of mast steps, latest technologies for solar panels and the pragmatic cost/benefit of radar
when offshore sailing.

The next couple of months will be exciting times for Calgary fleet, with members rejoining after some
extended sailing and cruising over the past 6 months, some brand new members as well as a couple of
members who will be leaving in the next few months on their first offshore experience.  We are always
looking for new members to add to the diversity of experience and shared learning of the group.  If you
are planning to leave offshore in the next 1-2 years, or are looking to deepen your exposure to offshore
sailing conversation consider signing up for Calgary fleet.  We meet monthly on the third Monday of the
month and for only $50/boat, it’s a bargain for the great conversation alone. When you consider all the
great “boat appetizers” and wine contributed by our members, it’s a steal!

For more information on Calgary Fleet, please contact Christine.

About The Author

Christine McGregor

Destiny - Whitby 42 Ketch

Christine McGregor has been a member of BCA since 2013 and became the Calgary Fleet Watchkeeper
earlier this year. She has sailed BC’s Gulf Islands, Croatia's Dalmatian coast, Florida and the Bahamas
with her husband and co-captain James. She enjoys BCA and fleet meetings because of the great people
and inspiring stories of fellow sailors, and looks forward to heading offshore soon on their Whitby 42,
My Destiny, to start creating some of those inspiring stories of their own.

_______________________________________________
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Volunteer Opportunities!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/volunteer-opportunities/

As you are aware, BCA is a volunteer organization that prepares its members to go cruising. The scope of
BCA’s activities and programs requires many dedicated volunteers for Board positions, Watch positions,
and special events.

Every year, some of our volunteers resign their positions in preparation for departure. This is a good thing
because offshore and coastal cruising adventures are the Association’s goal! This is also a challenge
because the Association needs to search among its talented membership for people to step into the
vacated positions.

Following are current and upcoming vacancies in the Vancouver Island (Victoria) and Vancouver
chapters. Please consider which position fits your interests, skills, and knowledge and send me an email at
your earliest convenience to volunteer.

About the Watchkeepers
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Watchkeepers attend monthly Watch meetings (September through May or June) in addition to attending
to the responsibilities of their positions. The benefits of participating on a Watch include:

A great group of people who become friends (and there’s often food at the meetings)!
Free admission to club nights!
And for some roles, a special burgee!

There is mentoring available to help you feel comfortable in your new role as a Watchkeeper or an events
coordinator for BCA.

Available Volunteer Positions

Victoria Watch

VICE COMMODORE: This position is integral to the functioning of the Chapter.  If you have the
interest and skills to ‘chart’ the course for the VI (Victoria) Watch; ‘steer’ the ship at Club Nights and
Watch Meetings; ‘set sail’ monthly (September – June) with the Board of Directors; and ‘navigate’
other duties as needed, this position is for you!

TREASURER: This position has ‘value’ in the Chapter! If numbers are your thing; you have
bookkeeping skills; you are comfortable using Excel; and you enjoy being part of a team, this position is
for you!

EDUCATION: This Watchkeeper identifies, develops, and coordinates the delivery of VI’s annual
educational programming. The Education Watchkeeper liaises with the VI Fleet Coordinator and
collaborates with other BCA Chapters.

If you have general knowledge of skills and experience required for safe boating and offshore
preparation; the ability to collaborate with the VI sailing community to identify and contract with experts
and knowledgeable people to create and deliver educational courses; project management skills; and good
computer skills, this position is for you!

Note: Familiarity with Internet, Word, Email, Excel and understanding how to conduct database
searches are very useful skills. However, this position could be divided in two, with one member
of the team focussing on the people components and the other member focussing on the computer
aspects.
Note: Adam Wanczura, the current Education Watchkeeper, has done an excellent job of
networking with BCA Watchkeepers and other sailing organizations, as well as building an
extensive catalogue of courses. Adam will be available to mentor his replacement.

Vancouver Watch

SECRETARY: The Secretary takes minutes at the Watch meetings and sends them to the Watch within
three days of the meeting. If you have good listening skills; can type accurately; are able to concisely
summarise discussions and motions; and are organized, this position is for you!
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EDUCATION: This Watchkeeper identifies, develops, and coordinates the delivery of annual
educational programming for the Chapter. If you are knowledgeable – and/or interested in learning more
– about boating and preparing for cruising; can identify and coordinate with instructors/experts to develop
and deliver courses; and have good project management skills, this position is for you!

Note: Past Vancouver Education Watchkeepers have done an exceptional job building a base of
experts on whom the Chapter can rely to provide many informative programs throughout the year.
With that in place, it will be much easier going forward to build future programs. The Chapter is
constantly on the lookout for new instructors and ideas for new courses so this can be a very
dynamic opportunity for the right individual.
Note: The current Watchkeeper, Ken Gillstrom, will be returning to his offshore adventures and
leaving BC sometime in the first half of 2017. His replacement would benefit greatly by spending
some time with Ken prior to his departure. The sooner this position is filled, the easier it will be
for the new Watchkeeper to transition.

COMMUNICATION & SPEAKERS: This position is responsible for sourcing and booking presenters
for monthly Vancouver Club Nights; assisting the presenter to set up their presentation; and introducing
the presenter at Club Night. If you are comfortable speaking in front of a group; enjoy coordinating
programs; and have good administrative skills, this position is for you!

Note: Current Watchkeeper, Sarah Curry’s business commitments require much travelling, which
leave her unable to continue in her position. As with the Education Watch replacement, Sarah’s
successor would benefit greatly from the experience she has gained and her ability to source good
presenters. We have a long list of potential speakers who can be worked on for future club nights.

VANCOUVER RENDEZVOUS COORDINATOR: This position is responsible for organizing the
annual Rendezvous hosted by the Vancouver Watch on the August long weekend. The Rendezvous
Coordinator works with a group of volunteers to ensure the rendezvous is a success. If you enjoy
attending rendezvous; have fun organizing activities; and are comfortable networking with businesses for
great prizes, this position is for you!

Note: After two years, the current Rendezvous Coordinator, Dennis Heinrichs, is stepping down;
he remains available to assist in training the new coordinator. Dennis has good records of the past
rendezvous, i.e., what went well, what could be improved, etc., so there is a lot of information for
the new coordinator to work from.

BARTENDER: After working behind the bar and meeting so many BCA members at Vancouver Club
Nights for the past two years, Mike Davison is planning on going cruising next year. Some would argue
that Mike’s position is the most important in the club! Do you enjoy meeting people? Do you attend Club
Night every month? This position could be for you! This is a highly rewarding social position that adds
greatly to the fun and success of each club meeting.

Non-Watch Positions – Vancouver

Assistant Coordinator for OCA (Ocean Cruising Adventures) Speakers Series: This person assists
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with coordinating the logistics of the event, such as ticket sales; gift presentations; volunteer coordination,
etc.

The OCA Speakers Series will be held on four consecutive Friday evenings February 3 –24, 2017.

Vancouver Boat Show

Volunteer Coordinator: Responsible for organizing the dozens of BCA volunteers who staff the show
booth and the on-water Bluewater boat for BCA.

Boat Show Volunteers: BCA has both a booth inside BC Place and an in-water offshore boat at
Granville Island. We need volunteers to work shifts throughout the boat show at both locations.
Volunteers will receive a pass for free entry into the show for the day of their shift.

Note: Vancouver Island volunteers staff the booth and display boat on the Saturday of the Boat Show.

Other Positions

ADVERTISING: This is not a Chapter Watch position but rather, a paid part-time position that reports to
the Board of Directors. The Advertising Watchkeeper is responsible for selling BCA advertising to
vendors in various BCA vehicles: Currents, website banners, annual Membership Directory, vendor
tables at Club Nights, etc. Payment is on a commission basis.

Note: The person who fills this position can be based either in the Lower Mainland or on Vancouver
Island but must be able to network with vendors on both sides of the Salish Sea.

About The Author

Donna Sassaman, Volunteer Coordinator

Alia - Spencer 44 Sloop

Donna and her husband, Bill, have been members of BCA from 1986 – 1994 and 2002 – present. They
had many wonderful cruising adventures in Mexico, French Polynesia, and Hawaii from 1990 – 1993.
Donna’s BCA volunteer bio includes: Currents’ editor (twice!), annual directory coordinator, VI
communications watchkeeper, VI chapter secretary, and Board secretary. After not very much arm-
twisting, she accepted the challenge of the Volunteer Coordinator position. So, please be kind and say
‘yes’ when Donna approaches you about volunteering! 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night - Cruising... Round II

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-november-9-2016-cruising-round-ii/

Barb Peck and Bjarne Hansen quit their jobs and set sail on Freya (30? double-ended Hunter-Vogel)
from Victoria to Hawai’i in 2004. They cruised around various places in the South Pacific before sailing
back up the Juan de Fuca Strait in 2006.

In 2015, they once again set sail for points south, this time taking a somewhat more traveled path and on a
Niagara 35. After spending the winter in the Sea of Cortez, they left Hoku Pa’a on the hard in Guaymas
with the intention of returning to the Baja Peninsula when they can next disentangle themselves from
work.
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The presentation will provide some comparisons between these two trips, with comments about some of
the differences and similarities, why some choices were made, and reflections on things they have
learned. No doubt they will not be able to resist sharing some of the wonderful sights from the Golfo de
California.

Barb and Bjarne will also share some of their experiences from the recent and unfortunate encounter
between Hoku Pa’a and Hurricane Newton!

_______________________________________________
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Basic Marine Radar

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-radar/

Learn from a radar expert! After completion of this seminar, you will be able to set up your radar for
maximum results and interpret the display under a variety of conditions. You will learn simple techniques
to:

identify land-masses, other vessels and transient targets
use radar effectively for collision avoidance and navigation,
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interpret and control the display under a variety of conditions,
recognize and compensate for rain and sea clutter, interference and side-lobe echoes
use the new generation of integrated radar which combine chart and radar technology

About the Instructor

Kevin Monahan is an experienced captain, retired Canadian Coast Guard officer, and author of “The
Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance.”

Course Materials

Registration includes The Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance. This excellent
book is used in the United States Power Squadron Marine Radar Seminar.

Notes

Registration cost includes the course materials
We suggest you bring a lunch. There is a cafe across the street to buy a lunch if you don’t bring
your own.
There is a $15 processing fee in the event of student cancellation.

Cover Photo: CC0 Public Domain

_______________________________________________
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Marine Weather 1

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/marine-weather-1/

Marine Weather 1 is the first of three weekend courses that begins the learning process for blue water
cruisers. It will help you become self-reliant in your own weather forecasting, routing, & prudent decision
making, based on at sea-level surface pressure charts. This is a two day course. The topics covered on
each day are outlined below:

Day-One

1. Introductions & overview of the two-day course that will cover marine weather analysis,
forecasting & vessel routing decision making.

2. Important definitions; weather (WX), climate, & the atmosphere.
3. Different layers of the atmosphere, focusing on the layer where most weather occurs.
4. The role of the sun & radiation in generating the land & sea temperature difference, the primary

cause of both sea &land breezes, both from large global scale to local or microscale.
5. Moisture in the atmosphere & its unique role in cloud formation & other visibility restricting

conditions such as fog or precipitation.  The different cloud groups & types, & what they mean to
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a mariner.
6. Basic concepts of pressure & wind, & how they work to develop & deliver common low & high

pressure systems at sea-level (surface pressure).
7. “Hands On” exercise in understanding graphical depiction of wind direction & speed (wind

barbs).
8. WX systems from global, synoptic, meso, to micro scale; & how the cruising sailor needs to

understand & prioritize them.
9. Climatology based pilot charts & how to interpret them for potential long range voyage planning.

Day-Two

After a reinforcement “Hands On” learning exercise based on topics discussed on the first day of the
course, and with the “Basic WX 100” concepts under your belt, the course will move on to maritime at-
sea level (surface) weather analysis & forecast charts.  The following topics will be covered:

1. The marine advisory & warning system of Environment Canada) for “Strong Wind Warnings” &
the U.S. National Weather Service (NWS) “Small Craft Advisories (SCA)”, respectively. Both
agencies also issue “Gale”, “Storm”, & “Hurricane Force” Warnings.

2. Air masses & how do they relate to synoptic scale WX systems, especially the depiction of
associated features on the surface at sea-level WX charts

3. Significant time will be spent discussing synoptic scale WX systems, specifically the dominant
middle latitude (30N/S-60N/S) migratory low & high pressure systems & their associated features
from cold, warm, occluded, & stationary fronts, to troughs & ridges.

4. Local marine weather of British Columbia (e.g. Strait of Georgia, & Juan de Fuca), especially
noting the gap winds that enhance wind speed conditions between them.

5. “Hand On” exercise of understanding the important of documentation & verification of forecasts,
in addition to logging specific local WX condition (e.g. clouds & visibility restricting weather
such as rain & fog, true wind direction & speed, barometric pressure, sea state condions). This is a
vital necessary cultural process to learn by comparing previous forecasts (e.g., 48-96-hour at sea-
level surface pressure forecasts) to the most current analyses charts, having the same valid date &
time.

6. The art of self-reliant WX forecasting by applying what we read on surface WX maps (e.g.
identifying the various symbols on the charts just discussed), & how to build on this newly
acquired knowledge & lean to better position your boat on a navigation plot so as to avoid the
heaviest weather in time & space.

7. The last part of the afternoon session will be devoted to a live WX map discussion (focusing on
surface pressure analyses & forecasts); the follow up to this will be a “Hands On” virtual voyage
exercise which will help consolidate the learning process of the past two days & to use this as a
road map for the attendees to follow up on the own forecasting & routing after the course.

About the Instructor

Lee Chesneau is a Senior Marine Meteorologist, formerly with NOAA/NWS’s Ocean Prediction Center,
NOAA/NESDIS Satellite Service, US Navy Civilian Ship Router, Ocean routes Commercial Weather
Router & Forecaster, US Naval Officer and a graduate of the University of Wisconsin with a BSc degree
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in Meteorology. Lee is a seasoned and highly experienced professional marine meteorologist and an
accomplished instructor and lecturer with 40 years of experience. He uses this experience to train
mariners throughout North America, both professional and recreational, on how to become self-reliant in
marine weather knowledge and forecasting, strategic vessel routing and prudent decision making.

 Notes

This is a two day course
Doors open at 0900h
Lunch is not included.  Please bring a lunch and snacks, there are limited facilities in the area.
Course registration includes all handout notes
There will be a $15 processing fee in the event of cancellation.

Cover Image: Public Domain

_______________________________________________
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ICOM 802 Radio - Starting From Scratch

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/victoria-icom-801-starting-scratch/

The Icom M802 is the most commonly used HF long distance radio.  It can be used to broadcast and
receive on SSB and ham frequencies for both voice and weather data communication.  As a cruiser, you
need to know how to properly install and operate this radio to get the most out of it.

Learn from Icom M802 expert, experienced cruiser and author Terry Sparks.  This course is based on
Terry’s excellent book entitled Icom IC-M802 Starting from Scratch.  It will cover installation, setup
and operation of the radio.  The course does not include the book for reference, but some copies will be
available for sale at the seminar.  Items to be presented include:

Installation Challenges
The Connections
 Testing the new installation
Pactor Modem Installation
Pactor Modem Setup
Programming the M802
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Operating the M802
Digital Selective Calling
Calls for Help
Making DSC Calls to Friends
Recommendations for Prior to Heading South

About the Instructor

Commander Terry Sparks started is US Naval career as an electronic technician repairing
communications and radio equipment.  On active Navy duty, he stood watches and repaired navigation,
radar and sonar equipment aboard submarines.  After leaving active Navy duty he attained a BSc in
Electrical Engineering.  Terry is now a cruiser in Mexico and author of the many books in the Made
Simple for Cruisers series.

Course Materials

Registration does not include Icom IC-M802 Starting from Scratch. This book is for anyone that is
planning to buy and install an HF SSB radio on their boat.  It includes planning, licensing, buying,
installing, setup, email, and testing. This is the only book you need for the Icom IC M802 HF SSB radio
to help you with the purchase, installation, and ultimate daily use this great radio. This excellent book
retails for US $49.95. 

A limited number of books will be available at the course at the standard BCA member retail price of
$54.95 on a first come, first served basis, or attendees can buy them online after the course.

Notes

If the course is full, please contact vieducation@bluewatercruising.org to be wait-listed

A fee of $15 will apply for processing a cancellation.
If you are arriving by ferry on Saturday morning as a foot passenger, and would like free
transportation to the venue and back, register first, then send us an email and include your cell
number if you have one. 

Cover Image: CC0 Public Domain
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Vancouver Island South Club Night - Solomon Islands

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-club-night-solomon-islands/

In 2015, BCA Members Barbara Erickson & Lionel Dobson discovered that tourists and offshore cruisers
rarely make the effort to visit the Solomon Islands so, since they were in Vanuatu after four years of
cruising west through the Pacific,  they decided to sail there in their yacht, Sea Whisper for the 2015-16
cyclone season. They were hoping to visit very isolated places where few yachts or Westerners had ever
been and they succeeded! 

Join them as they sail north and visit remote villages, tribes and clans – where trading is still a way of life.
They will explain how they found the Solomon Islanders, how they came to appreciate their very special
culture and its traditions, while enjoying some fabulous opportunities to scuba dive and snorkel amid
magnificent reefs, passes and drop-offs.  They learned about the history of the area and saw the rusting
remnants of the largest sea battle in the world during WWII, the South Pacific Sea Battle. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island North Club Night - eXXpedition!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-north-club-night-exxpedition/

If your total sailing experience was a couple of hours, would you sign up to join 13 other women whom
you’d never met for a 21 day offshore passage from Brazil to French Guyana? Sarah Richardson did…

Join Sarah as she shares her experiences on the 72’ research vessel Sea Dragon as a crew member of 
eXXpedition Amazon.  Sarah will also present a documentary about the work of Exxpedition, which is
“a series of women’s voyages to make the unseen seen, from the toxics in our bodies to the toxics in our
seas”.

Sarah Richardson has been concerned about environmental and social issues since she was very young. 
By participating in eXXpedition, she was able to combine these interests with the opportunity to discover
whether she liked sailing.

Sarah lives on Quadra Island with her husband and 2 daughters, and is excited to share her experiences in
the Atlantic aboard Sea Dragon and also with Exxpedition Great Lakes in August 2016.
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A brief Tech Talk about Predict Wind will precede the main presentation.

_______________________________________________
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